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Taxing
our
patience
By George Reisman,

I

oppose Measure M, the sales-tax initiative
on next Tuesday's ballot. The measure plays
upOn the justified anger of Orange County
residents who have to waste more and more
of their time in traffic delays on highways that are
increasingly congested. It promises to solve this
problem by means of raising the sales tax charged
in the county from the present 6 percent to 61
percent and using the proceeds, alleged to be some
$3 billion over the next 20 years, to provide interest
and principal payments on bonds to be issued to
finance new highway construction and other transportation improvements.
I oppose Measure M for three reasons:
• First, it represents slow-growth
legislation: Essential but largely unSales-tax publicized features
of Measure M repreincrease
sent a resurrection
of
discredited Meawould
sure A, which
pour good was rejected by
voters in 1988.
money
• Second, it
is inadeQuate_and
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COMMENTARY
LEGACY

By Don Feder

In this weekly feature. we excerpt material
that has appeared in previous years on the
editorial pages of the Register. It is taken
either from the editorials or the column
written for many years by tormer editor and
publisher R.C. Hoiles.

ollowing an 11-month gestation,
Congress is about to give birth to
another child-care boondoggle.
Fathered by welfarists and social planners, this rough beast may yet become
the creature that ate the American
family.
House and Senate versions are in conference committee. The former, passed
in October, would expend $22 billion
over five years.
Worse it makes public schools, those
ignorance factories and bastions of
brainwashing, the preferred setting for
day care. It would expand eligibility for
Head Start to 58 percent of the nation's
children and significantly increase government's regulatory role, making
grants to the states contingent on the
establishment of day-care bureaucracies.
The congressional debate was largely
limited to the recycling of cliches: Most
moms are working mothers. Federal
intervention is urgently needed.
Before Ozzie and Harriet are relegated to the history books, consider the
following: Only 29 percent of preschoolers have mothers employed fulltime. Of these, institutional child care
is the choice of a distinct minority. A
mere 11 percent of children under 5,
cared for outside the home, are in professional centers - which would be the
exclusive beneficiaries of federal largesse.
The most spectacular misconception
is federal noninvolvement. Washington
is presently responsible for 35 percent
of all child-care expenditures, approximately $6 billion annually.
A generation ago, it was decided to
use federal tax policy to foster dualincome families, and penalize those
women who chose to remain at home
during their children's formative
years. If you pay someone else to mind
the baby, you can cut your tax bill up to
$720 for the first dependent, $1,440 for
the second.
This amounts to a massive subsidy
for the upper middle class, largely at

F

Bribed without knowing it
People are often bribed without
even knowing they are being bribed.
Probably a good number of the
beneficiaries of the government who
receive checks for not prodl.'cing, or
the old on pensions, or those on jobs
where they are paid more than they
produce do not really realize that
they are being bribed. Elections,
where millions of people receive
wealth without an equal amount in
return, are not true democratic
elections. It is always this method
that destroys majority-rule democracy.
The great mass of people do not
understand the necessity of capital.
Therefore, they vote for more and
more subsidies and more and more
taking from one and giving to another. They do not reduce it to simple, natural law - that men will not
sow unless they expect to reap. Neither will men invest and take risks
unless they expect to be rewarded
for their success. But when people
say, through their agents, that if
they are successful they will have a
large part of their rewards taken
from them, they simply do not sow.
R.C. Hailes, Nov. 5, 1940

The socialists among us
Very few people in this country
think they believe in socialism.
Whether or not they believe in socialism would depend entirely on
what is meant by the term socialism. As Voltaire said, "If you would
discourse with me, define your
terms." There are probably as
many brands of socialism as there
are people who believe in some
phase of socialism.
Socialism aims to replace competition by cooperation, and profitseeking by social service, and to
distribute income and social opportunity more equitably than they are
believed to be distributed.
That might be summed up by saying that anyone who believes in the
state having the right to initiate .
force against an individual to take
('
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Child-care subsidies
pit the state
against the family
the expense of moderate-income families. The median income of two-wage
earner families, both employed fulltime, is $49,000 - compared to $27,000
for families where only one partner
works outside the home.
We have burdened the Cleavers to
subsidize Susie Quiche, the yuppie lifestyle, and collectivized child-rearing.
In 1948, a family of four at the median
income paid a modest 2 percent of their
earnings in federal taxes. Today, that
same family is hemorrhaging from a
24-percent federal tax bite.
Concurrently, the value of the personal exemption - government's recognition of the cost of raising a child - has
fallen through the floor. To keep pace
with inflation over the past four de-

cades, the personal exemption should
be $6,300, instead of the present $2,000.
National tax policy has literally driven
millions of reluctant mothers into the
work force. (According to opinion polls,
most say that, given the choice, they'd
prefer service on the home front.)
In pressing their utopian vision of an
America where Mom dutifully trudges
to the office or store each day, and
Johnny is consigned to the care of
strangers whose interest in him is primarily pecuniary, there is little consideration of the long-term effects of day
care on our society.
Tampering with the mother-child
bond is the most hazardous of social
experiments. Jay Belsky, a Pennsylvania State University psychologist (and

former child care advocate), caution~
that placing very young children in day
care creates "a risk factor for the de~
velopment of insecure infant-parent attachment, non-compliance and aggreS:sian. "
Surveys indicate that children in day
care are more likely to be hostile, witlldrawn, insecure, uncooperative wit~
adults, and easily influenced by peer.s
than their counterparts raised at home.
Sweden - with its high-quality, statesubsidized and regulated facilities - ~s
often presented as the ideal. But the
Scandinavian welfare wonderland has
rampant teen alcoholism, as well as the
highest suicide and abortion rates, an,(!
the lowest birthrate, in the Western
world.
Concern should not be limited to the
unintended consequences of surrogate
parenting. When government rocks tqe
cradle, there's always the temptation to
use the involvement to fashion compliant subjects.
In its final report, the 1970 White
House Conference on Children, whioh
provided initial impetus for government-supported day care, observed:
"Day care is a powerful institution. 'A
day-care program that ministers to 'a
child from 6 months to 6 years of age
has over 8,000 hours to teach him val
ues, fears, beliefs, and behaviors."
It is more than coincidental that such
far-left legislators as Chris Dodd, Pat
Schroeder, and Ted Kennedy are in the
forefront of campaign for state-sub~i
dized child care. That pending legislation combines federal carrots with government regulation - the first step tbward realizing the system's illdoctrinational potential - is equally
ominous.
.
In vetoing two pro-abortion bills in
the past week, George Bush has demo)'!strated a willingness to go to the willi
for family values. He should do the
same with pending child-care legislation, which constitutes no less a dang~r
to our social ecology.

Mr. Feder is a columnist for the Boston
Herald.

THATCHER: The standard of living is up, but so is the cost of mortgages
FROM K1
loseted with her closest advisers, new Foreign Secretary
Douglas Hurd and Conservative
Chief WhiP. David Waddington, this
memory Will not be far from Mrs.
atcher..:.s. rnind.as..sh6.&.w..o.r.ks..on..nlan

agenda: building up NATO's nuclear
forces in a successful process that
forced the Soviets to the conference table; cutting back the Common Market's
wasteful farm subsidies; and strongly
resisting protectionism.
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vice cuts ac Its a mmlstratlve tat
and g.ets better value for the money
from Its medical staff.
,
Hence Mrs. Thatcher's proposals for
root-and-branch reform. Hence, too,
the howls of wrath from ~octots,
u.rs.es.~an.d..nau.ents..DJ;,2amzat!Ons•..al1
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ulldmg measure - '
it won't remotely do
the job that needs to
be done in the way of highway construction and
would represent the waste of a major portion of the
funds that would be raised under it.
• Third, and most important, Measure M constitutes a new injury and insult to the taxpayers of
Orange County, who are already paying for an
adequate highway system many times over in the
form of the outrageously high federal, state, and
local taxes that they pay without benct'it of Measure M. Thus, even if Measure M were a sl'rious
highway-building measure, which It is not, and
even if it thereby promoted economic growth instead of seeking to throttle it, even then, 'iCil':'lre
M would be totally unjustified and dese\ .: ,() ae
rejected.
Although Measure M
is widely regarded as
promoting
economic
growth, and is being financially supported by
the building industry in
that conviction, it is actually an attempt to push
through much of the substance of Measure A, the
slow-growth initiative that the voters defeated in
1988. Measure M seeks to accomplish this by
means of the imposition of so-called Growth Management Programs on the various cities of Orange
County. It requires that the tax proceeds that are

Measure M
vers",s
economic
growth

Dr. Reisman is a professor of economics at the Orange County Center of Pepperdine University's School
of Business and Management.

Illultrltion by Janice Lowry-Gotholdlfor the Register

collected under it be doled out to the various cities
of the county only if they have adopted an appropriate "growth management program." In other
words, the measure is to be used to compel cities
that have not enacted slow-growth ordinances on
their own, to enact them now, on pain of not receiving their share of the proceeds of the sales tax
imposed by Measure M.
In laying out the requirements for a growth
management program, Measure M repeats practically the identical language of Measure A. For
example, before builders are to be allowed to
build, the local area will have to be in compliance
with "performance standards for fire, police, library, parks, open space, flood control, and other
infrastructure.... " (The Orange County Trans-

portation Commission, 20 Year Master Plan of
Transportation Improvements, page IS.) The 10cal area will even have to "foster a better balance
of jobs and housing and reduce commuter trips
through careful planning."
If I understand these last words correctly, the
ideal kind of development, according to the growth
managers, would either be cottage industries, say,
along the lines of the hand-loom weavers in England before the advent of the factory system, or
else factories that provided a surrounding company town, or perhaps barracks, for their workers.
The kind of economic development that we have
come to take for granted in the United States since
the development of the automobile - namely, people being able to live miles away from their jobs

and easily commute - that kind of development
would be discouraged.
Like Measure A before it, Measure M is an attempt to tie builders and developers to the level of
performance of government: If the government
has not provided this or that level of service arbitrarily deemed essential to further economic development of an area, then the builders and developers are to be held back, waiting for the government to catch up. An accurate description of this
arrangement is that the competence of private
businessmen is to be yoked to the incompetence of
government. Competence is to be arrested for the
sake of incompetence, and this is to be institutionPlease see MEASURE M1K6
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ism. In other words, anyone who
believes in any form of subsidy
from the state believes in a degree
of socialism.
R.C. Hailes, Nov. 4, 1951
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Elections and education
One should not criticize voters
who continue to elect such poor officials too severely because for years
they have been going to school to
teachers who will not answer questions, who, themselves, have little
will to learn nature's or God's laws.
They have been going to school
\{here the teachers dare not teach
the Commandments or the Golden
Rule or righteousness. They have
been going to secular schools. Or we
might say, agnostic schools that
contend that no one knows anything
about what's right and wrong, about
what's fair and what's unfair, and
what's just and what's unjust.
If nothing else, elections should
force people to check up on what
kind of education their children are
receiving. We are reaping exactly
what we have sown.

position she will confront in the Commons and, still far more damaging, a
fall in confidence in the pound sterling
and the stock markets of the City of
London. But no one who knows Mrs.
Thatcher as well as I have over the
years will expect her to be downhearted
for long. By next week, she will be back
in there, swinging. And her party, with
its 100-seat majority in the House of
Commons, will rally to her in more than
sufficient numbers to reject any vote of
no-confidence that the Labour Party
may move.
Margaret Thatcher with her back to
the wall is one of the most formidable
fighters in modern politics. But no longer should Americans take it for granted
that she will still be in power in the
1990s. The Iron Lady is in trouble. It is
time to draw up a balance sheet of her
strengths - and weaknesses.

r~n~u,,~-.:;~t=aUUJfr-

wins elections (though the defeat
of Argentina in the Falklands
War added greatly to the majority that
Mrs. Thatcher's Conservatives gained
in their second (1984) general election).
Her future now depends on domestic
issues.
The Thatcher Revolution unquestionably has transformed Britain for the
better. A nation that in 1978 was the
inflation-ridden, strike-bound "sick
man of Europe" today is one of the
world's fastest growing capital-owning
democracies. Thanks to the privatization of most of its state-run industries,
Thatcher's Britain now has more share
owners than trade-union members. Its
proportion of homeowners exceeds that
of the United States and is easily the
highest in Europe.
Laying the foundations for this economic comeback, the first Thatcher
government concentrated in beating
back inflation and curbing the growth
of government spending, notwithstanding the initially high cost in unemployment.
Her second administration moved in
to slash taxes and start repaying the
national debt, a process that stimulated
the "supply side" of the British economy to respond with rising investment,
hi~her productivity, and 1) million jobs.
Bntaln today enJoys the highest standard of living its people have ever
known.

rs. Thatcher's personal stature at the high tables of world
Kerry Waghorn/Chronicle Features
diplomacy is one of her stronMargaret Thatcher
gest assets. Everywhere one travels
everyone - from all walks of life _ ha~
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~ree dar~ clouds darken Mrs.
heard of the Iron Lady _ and for the
hatcher s ho.nzon.
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most part, applauds her qualities. She
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they claim are intended to open the
door to "privatizing" the health service, substituting "profit" for care.
There is no truth in these charg~s.
But as of now, the critics are winning
the battle for the headlines over Mrs.
Thatcher's health reforms. And as ¢very American knows, there are few
more emotive issues in political life
than health. Mrs. Thatcher's reform of
the health service is now costing ijer
millions of votes.
• 3) The flat-rate "community
charge," a new form of poll tax. This is
designed to replace the cat's cradle: of
complex and grossly unfair lo~al
"rates" that barely a third of British
householders now pay for such local
services as schools, police, and street
cleaning. The present system is a mells.
It encourages big-spending leftwing authorities to play the old Cook County
Democrats' game of "tax and tax
(property owners), spend and spllnd
(on local handouts), elect and elect
(largely on the votes of those who en~oy
the fruits but make no contribution to
local government revenues)." Yet Idgical and equitable as Mrs. Thatcher's
reform program is, extending any tax
to tens of millions of voters who previously were outside the net is bound to be
unpopular among those who lose out.
Those who gain - a considerable number - most likely will pocket their Iwck
without offering the government anything more substantial in electQral
terms than a cheerful, "Have a good
da"
y.
.
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EASURE M: We have already
ROM K1

lized and made a matter of law.
More fundamentally, Measure M, like Measure
and all other proposals for "controlling," "reguting," or "managing" economic "growth," constitutes an assault on basic private property
lights. The very meaning of such phrases as
growth management" is that the government
ill tell a property owner that he cannot develop
is land or cannot develop it to the extent he otherise would. It is a forcible deprivation of his right
to use his own property, a consequent destruction
of the value of his property, and, plain and simple,
a violation of his basic property rights.
If all this were not enough, the "growth management" aspect of Measure M requires the local
jurisdictions to "pursue additional revenue to upgrade recreational areas and to acquire additional
open space." The meaning of these words is that if
we vote for an increase in the sales tax, we can
expect to have the privilege of paying still more
taxes, as the result of the additional sales tax
being used to drive local jurisdictions to "pursue
additional revenue." We shall also have the further privilege of experiencing a greater scarcity of
land, and having to pay more for it, as they use the
revenues they successfully "pursue" to buy up
land and keep it off the market.

Measure M
is not a

Measure M is not an
effective measure for
improving
highway
solution
traffic. OCTC's 20-year
~r highway
master plan itself notes
congestion
that only 42 percent of
the revenues expected
to be raised by the additional sales tax will go for
actual highway construction. A further 31 percent
will go for local streets and secondary roads, and
will include expenditures for such things as trafficsignal coordination and ordinary road maintenance. Such expenditures may be important and
necessary, but they do not directly address the
problem of highway congestion, which can be
solved only by building more major highways and
enlarging the ones that already exist.
The remaining 27 percent of the projected tax
revenue is intended to go for so-called transit,
mainly commuter railroads. It is probable that
this portion of the tax proceeds would end up bein~
a dead loss if Measure M were passed. The resIdential, industrial, and commercial areas of Orange County are just too spread out to make commuter railroads a paying proposition. Too many
people want to go to too many different remote
locations to make rapid "mass transit" viable.
The personal automobile is the only practical solution in these circumstances.
The spending of money on mass transit will not
help the problem of highway traffic, be~ause the
simple fact is that not very many people I~ Oran~e
County or elsewhere in Southern Callforma 3:re m
a position to give up driving in favor of takmg a
train or bus. If I am mistaken in this, the way to
find out is to clear the path for private businessmen to offer train and bus service at their own
risk not at the risk of the taxpayers.
A further item in Measure M under the heading
of "transit" that deserves mention is the establishment of a program "to stabilize bus and rail fares
for senior citizens and persons with disabilities for
the entire 2O-year life of the one-half cent sales-tax
program." Here the authors of Measure M feel
free to add a new public welfare measure, in the
form of a 20-year guarantee of fares for a special
group, to what is supposed to be ~ solution. to
traffic problems. I guess when you re spendmg
other people's money, there's just no limit to how
generous you can be.
It should be realized that this 2O-year guarantee
could turn out to be as expensive as it is gratuitous,
and end up absorbing a good part of the funds
intended for the commuter railroads or even the
roads and highways. It depends on how much inflation takes place over the next 20 years and thus
how expensive it becomes to maintain 1989 fares in
the face of higher and higher costs of providing bus
and rail service.
Of the 42 percent of the tax proceeds that are
supposed to go for actual highway construction, a
substantial part will go for the constructIOn of car-

pai~m~

pool lanes - diamond lanes - that the great I
jority of drivers, who are alone in their cars,
prohibited from using. Indeed, two of the six
way-construction projects envisaged in Mea
M are supposed to consist merely of the additi
these lanes. In my judgment, this represents
waste of a substantial portion even of the Iiml
funds Measure M allows for highway constructi
Additional lanes that most people cannot
may as well not exist. The only means I can d
mine by which these special lanes are suppos
contribute to reducing highway congestion is
expectation that motorists will car-pool in ord
obtain the privilege of driving in them. To me,
seems like a faint hope.
The inadequacy of Measure M as a high
building measure is further confirmed by the
that the main project it would help to supportself-styled "centerpiece" - is the widening 0 '
terstate S from the San Diego County line to
Los Angeles County line over a 10-year period.
authors of Measure M appear to think that 10 y
is a short period of time for the project - a pe
short enough to boast about - because they
content to compare it only to the 2S years
widening is presently scheduled to take. A se
highway building program would proceed
more rapidly.

The flaw
of any measure
to raise taxes
to pay for
highways

I would be oppos
Measure M even J
were a simple, stra'
forward highway-b
ing measure that
people naivel~ belie
to be - that IS, ev
all of the revenues it was projected to bring in
earmarked exclusively for highway constru
that would be accessible to all motorists.
Even then, I would oppose Measure M fo
simple reason that as taxpayers we are aIr
paying for an adequate highway system
times over. We are paying for it in federal, s
and local taxes that are already outrageously
before the turn of the screw that Measure M IV
constitute.
Think of it. All across the United States
average citizen bears the burden of a lev·
government spending that is in excess of 40
cent of his income. A citizen of the state of Ca
nia can still easily end up paying away well
than 60 percent of his income just in federa
state corporate and personal income taxes,
with all of the real and alleged income-tax r
tions of recent years. The citizens of Orange
ty are especially hard hit by taxes, since
average income is substantially above the
and national average. Thus, we are already
as though we were serfs, and now along
Measure M and dares to try to make us pay
more taxes.
We are paying for an adequate highway sy.
many times over, but we are not getting it, ju
for example, we are paying many times ov
adequate protection from criminals, but no
ting that either. Every time we want the go
ment to do something it should be doing (or, i
case of roads and highways, at least what i
customarily done since practically the found'
the country), and that we have paid for
times over, we are told that we have to pay
all over again, in the form of special, suppl
tary taxes added on to the high taxes th
already pay. Today, it is a 1I2-cent increase
sales tax to pay for the highways we al
should have had a long time ago. In the next
or so, we will probably be asked to approve
er 1:2-cent increase in the sales tax to pay
county jail that we have already paid for ~ou
times over. In Santa Ana recently, utility
were raised in order to employ needed polic
firemen even though the citizens of Sant
have al~eadY paid for them innumerable
over.
Why don't we have the highways we. ha
ready paid for? Where is the money gomg
The budget of the state of California for 1
allows for total outlays of $47.8 billion doll
almost 2S percent more money than was spe
the federal government of the United Sta
recently as 1950. Of this $47.8 billion, a gran
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areas, and area planning with growth
limitations will never allow a sufficient population or job density to make
possible a good public transportaion
system.
A. Trujillo Escareno

Tustin

•

I really don't think we need to build
any more freeways or widen any roads
because by doing so we attract even
more people into this area. Any improvement in transportation, other
than a public transit system, will shift
attention from our real problem of
overuse of and too great a reliance on
the automobile.
What we should look at are ways to
raise the consciousness of people who
moved here knowing full well that
their presence would contribute to the
further deterioration of Southern California, and Orange County in particular. People who have moved here
within the last 15 years are the ones
who have caused this horrendous traffic situation. I do not intend to vote for
a sales-tax increase via Measure M to
help people who, by their migratory
move, have taxed California's environment.
Jon J. Hayes

•

Lake Forest

I have been bombarded with calls

e laboratory and in nature. That this simple
ous conclusion causes such problems for so
y people is, I think, a good indication of the
y of clear and logical thinking.
nally, Morgan asks for an explanation of
evolution is in accordance with the second
of thermodynamics." He then also implies
evolution violates the first law of thermodyics, that of conservation of matter and en. This too is easy. The first and second laws
ermodynamics apply as stated only to
d systems, those systems that neither ador release matter and energy from elsee. This has been known to those welld in physics since the late 19th century.
lanet is, of course, not a closed system. To
this to yourself, step out your door on a
y day and look up. Energy in the form of so-

age wage in Orange ounty IS 12 per
hour, our actual costs are much
greater.
These estimates are not exact, of
course, but they are an honest attempt
by SCAG to determine the cost of congestion. The "business costs" are conservative estimates. They do not
include costs, which I know from experience, that occur in many businesses. Large-truck costs, for
example, were estimated to be $32 an
hour, but many are $50 to $100 an hour.
None of these figures includes the cost
of accidents, injuries, or death due to
congestion, or the costs of pollution or
stress on individuals.
Another cost is inflation. Inflation at
only 4 percent a year will make all
work delayed five years cost 21 percent more. Work delayed 10 years will
cost 46 percent more. If Measure M
fails, much work planned for five
years from now will be delayed to 10
years for lack of money.
We see few results from our taxes. If
Measure M passes, we will see tangible improvements that will benefit us
and our children.

Albert Zoraster

San Clemente
Mr. Zoraster is a member of the Southern
California Transportation Action Committee
and the Orange County Chamber of Commerce Transportation Council.

lar radiation is being pumped into our planet at
a phenomenal rate. In fact, if Morgan's interpretation of the second law of thermodynamics
were correct, not only would evolution not occur,
but plants (and children) would not grow.
Morgan closes by stating that he is a mechanical engineer with a professional engineering license. I would not presume to judge his abilities
as an engineer, but his knowledge of biology and
physics is sadly lacking. As to my own qualifications, suffice it to say that I am a born-again
member of the First Assembly of God Church,
Santa Ana. That should throw them a curve.
Mark Andersen

Irvine
Andersen is an assistant professor in the department
of ecology and evolutionary biology at the University of
California, Irvine.
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Measure N is not a civil-rights issue, it is a
behavior issue. Tragically, well-meaning people accused of bigotry have confused behavior
and fundamental rights. The right of privacy
protects our sexual behavior from invasion by
others. Present law grants the right of privacy
and decriminalizes sexual practices. Our sexual practices are protected from disclosure to
employers, in real estate transactions, or in
the use of public accommodations and educational facilities. But the Human Rights Ordinance invades that privacy.
No one's sexual conduct is entitled to special
legal protections. The right of privacy, to be
left alone, becomes immediately invaded when
our employers, landlords, and government
must look into our homes to check our sexual
orientation in order to prevent discrimination.
You are neither a sinner not a bigot if you
vote Yes on N. A yes vote will keep your sexual
orientation your own business, not the city's. A
Yes vote on N preserves civil rights by protecting the rights of persons based on their life status or religious beliefs, not their behavior.
Protect your freedom and your privacy. Vote
Yes on N.
Hugh and Kit Breckenridge

Irvine

es. over for highways that were never built
of $1.5 billion (3.19 percent) is devoted to transportation. And this includes allocations for "mass
transit," which constitute the great bulk of the
very meager funds the state provides to local governments for transportation purposes ($109 million out of a total of $149 million). Even more
telling is the fact that outlays for new highway
construction by the state - so-called capital outlays - amount to only $219 million. This is less
than one-half of 1 percent of the state's budget. In
the 1988-89 budget, the state's expenditure for new
highway construction was even less - $118 million; the year before that, it was $214 million. The
state of California ranks last in per capita expenditure for highway construction among the 50
states, a position it has occupied since 1975. (California Transportation Commission 1987 Annual
Report, p. 11-15).
In the l%Os, when it was a leader in highway
construction, the state constructed an average of
100 miles of new highway per year. In the 198Os, it
has constructed an average of only 10 miles of new
highway per year. (The Assembly Republican
Transportation Program, p. 5). In Orange County
specifically, only two miles of new freeway have
been built since 1972. (The Rumor Control Handbook, Building Industry Outreach, Santa Ana,
p.5.) According to the California Transportation
Commission, "capital outlays will have decreased
as much as 77 percent, adjusted for inflation, between 1966 and 1990." (California Transportation
Commission 1987 Annual Report, p. 11-12.)
The radical decrease in state highway construction has not come about because of any lack of
revenues received by the state. State government
spending since 1966 has increased by 62 percent in
real terms and on a per-capita basis. This means a
number of taxpayers equal to all of the millions of
taxpayers in California in 1966, plus all of the
additional millions of taxpayers who have arrived
since 1966, each pay 62 percent more in state taxes
today than they did then, even after deducting for
all of the rise in prices between then and now.
Millions are paying 62 percent more each in terms
of money of constant buying power. Yet with all
the resulting billions of additional revenues in real
terms, the state apparently cannot find the money
for highway construction and actually spends
much less for that purpose than it used to.
Where is the money going? It is going for welfare spending and for what is euphemistically
calJed education. Out of the state's total spending
of $47.8 billion, $12.4 billion, or 26 percent, goes for
health and welfare (including $3.25 billion for Medical). A fulJ $21 billion, or 44 percent goes for
"education. "
The federal government currently provides the
state of California with an additional $18.5 billion,
over and above the $47.8 billion the state collects
from the people of California. Thus the state's total
expenditures actualJy come to more than $66.2
billion. Of these additional $18.5 billion, approxi-

mately 85 percent goes for health and welfare or
education ($10.9 billion for health and welfare and
$4.8 b.ill.ion for education.) Of the federal money,
$1.2 bilhon, or less than 6.5 percent, is for highway
construction. In the face of the state's virtual
abandonment of this area, this money has been the
only significant source of new highway construction, enabling the state to build the few miles of
new freeways it has built over the last 15 years.
For Orange County, for the most recent year
available, the expenditures break down this way:
46 percent for education, 9,4 percent percent for
health and welfare, and 5,4 percent for transportation, none of which is for freeway construction. (To
a large extent, the county spends money it has
received from the state, for purposes mandated by
the state.)

The remedy

The remedy for the
traffic crisis is not to
victimize the taxpayers any further. Taxpayers
have been plundered long enough by every level of
government. They have a right to spend their own
incomes, which are their property, not the government's or any pressure group's. That right must
not be infringed any further, even to the extent of a
one-half cent increase in the sales tax. There
should not be a single penny of additional taxes,
for any purpose. Indeed, the time is long overdue
to start slashing government spending and radically reducing taxes.
We have reached the point in this country where
an overblown, bumbling government and its overblown tax system have started to instill more fear
in hardworking, fundamentally law-abiding citizens than they do in hardened criminals. It is little
exaggeration to say that today the average mugger has less to fear from the criminal justice system than the average businessman or professional
has to fear from the IRS and the assorted state and
local tax gatherers.
The dogma that every category of government
expenditure is sacrosanct and dare not be touched
- from Social Security to subsidized school
lunches; that limitless billions must continue to go
to education systems that notoriously fail to educate; that further limitless billions must go to
public welfare and various forms of socialized
medicine, with the result that millions of people
are induced not to work and the cost of medical
care is placed beyond the reach of the average
person; that the economic lifeblood of this country, which is the profits and the savings of businessman and the wages and the savings of the
ordinary wage earner, must be poured down a
bottomless well in the name of achieving the public good, when, in fact, what is being achieved, and
can only be achieved, is the economic destruction
of this country - that dogma must be abandoned.
Socialism is now being abandoned in Eastern
Europe and possibly even in mainland China and
the Soviet Union, a development that was assumed
to be unthinkable a very short time ago. Surely, in
the United States, it ought to be possible to begin
dismantling the sacred cows of the welfare state
and to start removing the government's heel from
the taxpayers' neck. That would be perestroika for
America.

Let us in Orange County get in step with the
wonderful new spirit that is starting to sweep the
world: the movement toward economic freedom,
toward respect for private property, toward capitalism. Let us not take a backward step toward
still more taxes, more government controls, more
violations of economic freedom and property
rights. Let us demand instead that our politicians
stand up to the pressure-group plunderers and
give us the highways we have already paid for.
The only alternative we should accept to the
state's providing us with the highways we have
already paid for is the privatization of the highway system, in which case the highway system
would be self-supporting through tolls. But in that
case, we should demand correspondingly more of
our tax money back. If privatization of the highway system seems too extreme an idea to implement in this century, then it will be enough for the
time being simply to make the eminently reasonable and comparatively moderate demand that
the government do what it has already been paid
to do and build those highways.

isn't fair.
I would like to know why the 6-percent sales tax, combined with the 13)cent gasoline tax and the 9-cent
gasoline tax increase (scheduled for
next June's ballot) isn't sufficient to
maintain Orange County's
transportation network and develop
traffic improvement programs. Are
our current taxes being mismanaged?
Sue E. Holt
Santa Ana

•

I'm not surprised that the politicians
are wary of supporting Measure M.
They could end up defending themselves to voters for their support after
a big defeat of this $3.1 billion boondoggle. It is hard for me to believe
that this proposal will get much support when it includes making funds
available for more car-pool lanes.
These "social engineering," mostly
empty, car-pool lanes create traffic
problems rather than solve them. Not
one more half-cent for another carpool lane!
Marlem F. Mason

•

Garden Grove

Here we go again! It's time to fleece
the taxpayer again, and this time it's
over the nasty traffic problem. So
what happens if Measure M passes? A
decade or more of traffic mess while
freeways are widened. New freeway
construction also impacts this mess,
only to be out of date when completed.

Soon, there are no houses, no businesses, only freeways.
People from places few ever heard
of decided to invade Southern California like a horde of locusts, ruining everything in sight. The air is not
breathable, crime is rampant, houses
are squeezed close, and schools are
crowded. If we want to solve our traffic problems, then let's encourage
those people who so heavily contributed to this to kindly leave the area for
their place of origin, or move to a less
crowded area in the country.
Allegra Shaw
Newport Beach

•

Again the tax-mongers are trying to
promote a tax for road repairs and
construction. In the 1960s, they so conveniently made the gasoline taxes,
which had been exclusively devoted to
roads and freeways, a part of the general fund to be used for their pork-barrel projects. California, prior to that,
was noted for its good roads. The Auto
Club of Southern California fought valiantly to prevent this exploitation, but
to no avail. They keep nagging us, with
no end to the ruses they will use to increase our taxes.
Stan Corbin
Westminster

Send submissions to Letters, The Orange County
Register, P.O. Box 11626, Santa Ana, CA 92711.
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address and telephone number for the edrtor's
reference.
Letters of approximately 300 words will be given
preference. The editor may abridge. Please give
headline and date if referring to a specific article.
Anonymous letters and open letters to a third party
will not be used. Writers will be limited to one letter
per month for publication. Short letters may be
dictated on the Opinion Line at 953-2256.

Creationists ignore
facts they don't like
Bill Morgan's letter ["How about some
facts?" Opinion, Oct. 24) follows the typical science-bashing pattern of the "scientific"
creationists. He presents a hilarious misrepresentation of Darwinian science, gives an
astonishingly ignorant account of some of the basic principles of physics, then presents his credentials as a "expert" to a credulous audience. I
will deal with the points he makes in order.
First, Morgan asks for "one, just one, scientific fact that proves evolution." Very well.
Many species of malaria-carrying mosquitoes
are no longer susceptible to DDT. Why? Because
they have evolved. Many dangerous strains of
bacteria are no longer susceptible to penicillin
for the same reason.
Second, Morgan asks for a defense of "Darwin's premise that our eyes evolved from freckles and our legs evolved from callouses
developed from rolling around on the ocean
floor." This will take some restraint on my part.
I do not know where Morgan got this ridiculous
idea (although I could hazard a guess). Having
read Darwin myself, 1 can assure Morgan that
Darwin says no such thing. Therefore no defense
is needed. I do think, though, that the
creationists need to defend themselves. Have
they simply not read the basic literature of the
field they spend so much energy attacking? If
they have, then perhaps they are not capable of
comprehending what they have read. Either that
or else they are deliberately misrepresenting the
facts.
Next, Morgan asks "how valid [Darwin's) theory is despite his complete ignorance of genes
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and chromosomes." This part is easy. Darwin
made three simple observations that any of us
can make for ourselves, without knowing anything about genes and chromosomes. First, Darwin noticed that individual plants and animals 0
the same species, just like individual humans,
all differ from one another. Second, he noticed
that these individual differences can be passed
on from one generation to the next.
Finally, Darwin noticed that most plants and
animals produce far more offspring than could
ever possibly survive and reproduce. From
these observations, Darwin concluded that individual plants and animals may inherit some
trait from their parents that makes them more
likely to survive. This trait will then become
more common in the next generation. This is th
principle of natural selection, which has been
experimentally demonstrated many times, both

Measure N: The
It disturbs us that both proponents and opponents of Irvine's Measure N have chosen to
play on the fears of the voters. Opponents say
that if you support Measure N, then you are a
religious and political extremist and a "gay
basher." Supporters say that if you oppose
Measure N, then you advocate destruction of
family and church and promote deviant sexual
activity. Neither position is supported by the
facts. Both positions are wrong morally and legally. Measure N is not a civil-rights issue, it is
a privacy issue.
Should we create special legal categories to
protect people because of their sexual behavior? Do we add to the affirmative action programs "sexual orientation" as a special
protected category? Homosexual activists say
that they are discriminated against like racial
and religious minorities. How do we know if we
are discriminating? The Human Rights Ordinance insists that we recognize "sexual orientation" and disclose it to our employers,
landlords, and government institutions to prevent discrimination.
California law used to make certain sexual
practices crimes. Consenting adults commonly
engaged in the prohibited practices. Those
practices, whether heterosexual or homosexual, were decriminalized after the "sexual

